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planning your library

Proper planning is of primary importance in adding to,

renovating or building a new library. You, who are engaged

in this activity, will find a great amount of satisfaction

in guiding your ideas along the road to reality.

There are also many distracting details that should be

avoided if you are to give full attention to supervising

the operation. In this, John E. Sjostrom Company can

assist you.

The first step in planning usually involves the assembly of

all types of information. Only you can determine

your library traffic pattern, shelving needs, displays and

charging and administrative requirements. You must

summarize the services your library will render and future

additions which may become necessary.

After you have assembled basic facts, make use of our

LIFE LIKE Model Service. This exclusive NEW LIFE

service makes use of scale models of all types of Sjostrom

library equipment. These models are arranged to meet your

requirements, the arrangement is photographed, and

a photo is supplied to you along with the usual draftsman's

layout. The photo will show you how your future library

will actually look.

At Sjostrom's

Imagineering

Department the

miniature library

is assembled in

accordance with floor

plan and needs, from

which the New .Life

"Click" photo is

made and mounted.
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library furniture

".
. . we must never, for a moment, forget thai Ifie single, most im-

portant factor in operating a successful business is the customer.

In spite of any claims we may make, he alone is the final judge

of ourproduct's worth. By maintaining sufficiently high standards

to merit his continued patronage and good-will, we assure our

success. That is why, over the years, in good times and in bad,

we have never compromised with quality. Nor can we ever—
and expect to remain long in business."

. . . from, "A Statement of Policy,"

by John E. Sjostrom, Founder

A desire to apply present day principles of functional design

gave it style. A modern and complete plant provided its

background. Skilled master craftsmen added their touch.

And, a Librarian's chance remark, "It adds new life to my

library," gave it a name.

Sjostrom "New Life" Library Furniture combines beauty

and grace with functional efficiency and sturdy construction

to meet today's needs and provide for the future. From the

day it is ordered until the day it is delivered, your "New

Life" Furniture receives constant attention to insure that

every piece is in accordance with the standards you desire.

Even the most minute details of design, finish and assembly

are constantly inspected to secure your final approval and

satisfaction.

Pictured and described in this booklet are some of the

many pieces of library furniture made available to you by

Sjostrom. Judge them by your own standards of quality

—

decide for yourself if they meet your requirements. Should

you desire special types not indicated herein, let us know.

Our designers will cooperate in giving you what you need.



details of design and construction

Following are some general details of design and construction which apply to all

of our library items. We suggest that you read these pages carefully. By so doing,

we feel that you will not only obtain a good background for the pages which follow,

but, in addition, you will be convinced that true craft is the strongest ingredient in

Sjostrom "New Life" Library Furniture.

All cabinet work is of the highest grade of fine woodwork known to the

library furniture industry and the highest quality possible to obtain

from a long established, thoroughly experienced, financially responsible

firm having the skilled personnel and modern equipment necessary for

the construction of furniture of the required character and durability.

We will submit, where formal bid requires, a photograph, cut or sketch

for the furniture listed in specifications. These illustrations are loaned

to the prospective customer for the purpose of showing design, character

and details of the equipment.

All lumber used in the construction of Sjostrom library furniture is air-

dried on sticks to a moisture content of 17 to 20% or less, and is then

kiln dried to a moisture content of 4J^% to 5% and allowed to cool and

temper for approximately 30 days before being milled. Kiln drying is

done at the Sjostrom plant to insure proper moisture control. Lumber

grading is in accordance with the National Hardwood Lumber Association

grading rules. Exterior surfaces are made of selected Northern hard

maple, free of imperfections, and carefully matched for harmonious

color. The interiors are hardwood, and sound throughout.

All plywood used is of water-resisting glue construction and is made in

the thickness and number of pHes specified. Plywood panels are used to

fit design requirements of specific units. Exposed panels have face veneers

to match adjacent woodwork. The interior panels, where used for divisions

and inside ends, are clear and sound.

The linoleum, used on the tops of various units, consists of an especially

prepared oxidized linseed oil base mixed with finely ground cork and

required pigments and pressed to an especially smooth surface on flexible



cloth backing. The surface is treated to resist ink stains. The finished

thickness is not less than .075" or more than .085" and weighs not less

thfin 3.6 lbs. per square yard.

All hardware used is of a matched modern design, constructed to meet

the specialized requirements of functional library equipment. The material

used is non-corrosive and has a satin bronze finish.

The solid tops of Sjostrom "New Life" Library Tables are constructed

of selected hardwood with thicknesses as specified. The hardwood is

assembled into a component unit by an electronic, high frequency, edge

bonding process. The edges are beveled back J4" with the top edge

rounded to 3/16" radius and the bottom edge rounded to }/s" radius.

Corners are rounded to %" radius.

The linoleum tops are constructed of resin bonded plywood, faced with

first grade desk top linoleum and securely cemented under pressure.

The top edge banding matches the exterior woodwork and is not less

than 2" wide, with edges shaped as mentioned under solid wood tops.

The edge banding is securely fastened to the top with tongue and groove

construction.

All of the joints in the charging desk base units and the case bodies of

miscellaneous items are of rabbeted or tongue and groove construction,

securely glued, screwed or pinned.

Sjostrom shelving is of the demountable type with concealed bolts. The

finished ends, intermediate ends, shelves, cornice tops, and bottoms are

made of selected hardwood, assembled into a component unit by the

electronic high frequency edge bonding process using hydraulic rams

with predetermined pressure applied both horizontally and vertically

to the stock.

All exposed wood surfaces are properly planed and thoroughly sanded to

prepare them for finishing. A selected stain is wiped into the surface grain

until penetration is complete and the surface is then rubbed clean so that

no film of excess stain can remain to destroy the adherence of the finish

coats. A coat of sealer is sprayed on all surfaces and exposed surfaces are

sanded to prepare them for the first coat which is sprayed on all sur-

faces and allowed to set for at least 2 hours. All exposed surfaces are

then subjected to a special wet sanding operation after which a second

coat is applied and allowed to set for at least 4 hours before handling.

The final finish is satin smooth, has sufficient elasticity to resist atmos-

pheric changes, and is resistant to abrasion, water, and cleaning solutions.

AU finishing materials used are of highest quality. Samples of finished

wood surfaces are gladly supplied upon request.



library administrative units

Sjostrom Charging Desks are sectional in design—can be composed of any combination of the

separate units illustrated on the following pages. A Librarian, therefore, can select just the

right combination of units to meet individual requirements. In addition, the units can be

rearranged as desired and other units added in the future should this become necessary.

Convenient and comfortable, the Sjostrom desk is an office in itself. All units are designed to

place cards and files at the Librarian's fingertips. To illustrate the maximum efficiency offered,

we quote from a letter written to us by one librarian:

"Members of the staff had a hard time getting used to the convenience of the new desk—they

have been so accustomed to running from one end of the desk to the other, that just staying

in one spot and being able to reach everything needed is quite a drastic change for them."

Regarding construction, Sjostrom Charging Desk Units are regularly built for a standing

height of 39", but can be made for sitting height of 31" when desired. The tops are linoleum

covered to provide a good working surface and maximum durability. All drawers are equipped

with extension slides or metal keels. The slides are provided with composition rollers for

smooth, quiet operation. The base has sanitary legs with aluminum leveler caps on the bottoms

for ease in moving, rearranging or adding units. Closed bases also can be supplied if desired,

however, this type is not as flexible.

The various units from which a desk can be made

are described on the following pages.

^MMMjll^Jk

A Typical Sjostrom Charging Desk Installation
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Standard Specifications for Charging Desk Units call for top surfacing

to be neutral gray desk top linoleum with beveled wood edge banding.

All units are 26" wide x 26" deep x 39" high overall except where other-

wise noted. The front of all units, including the door of the poster com-

partment in the corner section, is finished in horizon-lined flush paneling.

The units are mounted on tapered legs, 6^" high unless otherwise

specified by the customer. Locks are keyed alike in each assembly.

Sjostrom 31" sitting-height units are modified as noted in the description

of each unit on this and the following page.

To order or refer to charging desk units with Micolor formica tops, use

a prefix C before the number of the unit to which you are referring, as in

No. C150 (indicating a Corner Unit with Micolor top).

No. 150, CORNER UNIT. This unit has a locked storage compartment, with door, measur-

ing 20" in width and 29" in height at clipped front corner. There is no dead space in

a Sjostrom desk assembly.

No. 151, FINISHED ENDS. Finished ends are 25Va" wide x 32yt" high and are 1 Vb"
thick, with exposed vertical edges well rounded. They are applied to the exposed sides

of the last units of chosen assemblies and are fastened with concealed fastenings. The

ends are demountable to provide for expansion.

No. 152, STATION UNIT. The front of this unit is set in and sloped. The working side of

the unit has a locked cash drawer with 4 coin cups and a 2 compartment bill tray. The

general drawer with a pencil troy is 13" wide x IZ'/s" long x 3'/j" deep. An 8" fixed

shelf and a sloped rubber covered footrest are provided as shown. In the sitting-height

units, the footrest and shelf are omitted.

No. 153, CHARGE UNIT, (WELL TYPE). The working side of this type unit has a tray

well with a removable top and hinged front. Guides are provided under the tray well

to receive the removable top, which con then be used as a tray rest. One adjustable shelf

is provided in the open space within the unit. Trays con be provided as follows:

No. 153 A designates 6 trays with follower and track for book cards 3" wide.

No. 153 B designates 8 trays with follower and track for book cords 2" wide.

In the sitting-height units, the adjustable shelf is omitted.

No. 154, CABINET UNIT. The working side of the cabinet unit has two adjustable shelves

behind a pair of flush doors which are fitted with satin bronze pulls and hinges. A lock is

provided. In the sitting-height units, one of the adjustable shelves is omitted.

No. 155, OPEN SHELVING UNIT. This is an "all around" unit which provides easily

accessible storage. Two shelves which are provided on the working side are adjustable

on recessed clip strips. In the sitting-height units, one of the adjustable shelves is omitted.



No. 159, PHOTO CHARGING UNIT,

39" special width. Has well for micro-

fllm recorder and two storage drawers.

No. 159A, CHARGING MACHINE UNIT, 26"

standard width. Has well for charging machine

and four card drops over single storage drawer.

No. 156, CARD FILE UNIT. The working side of the No. 156 has 4 file drawers for 3"

X 5" cards, complete with label holders, lock rods, and followers with track. One adjustable

shelf is provided in the open area below. In the sitting-height units, the adjustable shelf

is omitted.

No. 157, CHARGE UNIT, (DRAWER TYPE). The working side of this unit is equipped

with a tray drawer mounted on extension slides and one adjustable shelf in the open

area below. Trays can be provided as follows:

No. 157 A designates 5 trays with follower and track for book cards 3" wide.

No. 157 B designates 3 trays with follower and track for miscellaneous record cards

5" wide.

In the sitting-height units, the adjustable shelf is omitted.

No. 158, STATION CHARGE UNIT, (WELL TYPE). This unit is provided with a tray

well with a removable top and a hinged front. Trays can be provided as listed under

the No. 1 53 unit. Guides are located under the tray well to receive the removable top.

The base of the unit is an open knee space with a rubber covered footrest. The outside

face is not recessed— is built flush with the other units. In the sitting-height units, the footrest

and shelf are omitted.

No. 188, CHARGING DESK. This charging desk, illustrated and described on page 31

is ideal for libraries which do not require an expandable desk.

No. 150 a, GATE UNIT. This gate unit is finished to match the outside of other

Sjostrom Charging Desk Units and is made in a minimum width of 26" and a maximum
of 36" including hanging stiles. It is 38" high overall. The gate can be single or double

acting as required. A secret gate catch is supplied with the single acting type. For

handling, the top edge is fully rounded.

No. 150 b, CONCEALED GATE. The No. 150 b Gate is similar in construction to the No.

1 50 a, however, it is single acting only, is 26" wide and has a lift top which matches the

tops of the other units in an assembly.

No. 155T, BOOK TRUCK PORT. This unit has a book slot at the front fitted with a
sloping shelf to shunt books into a No. 174d Depressable Book Truck (see page 20).

Charging Desks can be furnished with

Flush Rubber Bases when desired.

Safin chrome legs with ad/usN

ab/e glides, on special request,

at slight additional cost.
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No. 190 a,

CORNICE UNIT

No. 190 b,

5 DRAWER UNIT

No. 190 c,

REFERENCE SHELF

No. 190 d,

15 DRAWER UNIT

No. 290 e,

LOW BASE

Breakaway drawing showing the components of

the No. 190 Type, Expandable Card Catalog File.

Stainless steel ferrules furnished on all round legs.

No. 291 -ISA CARD CATALOG FILE.

This assembly includes a 15 drawer cord

catalog section for 3" x 5" cards and a

No. 290g 2 drawer legal-size wood file.

10

Above: Three types of

pulls ofFered by Sjos-

trom. At top, the No.

191-A Standard D-ring

pull, label size 'Md" x

l'yi6". Center, the No.

191-B Two - compart

-

ment pull, label sizes 1

"

X 'yi6" and 1" X 2Vv,".

At bottom, the No.

191-C Two-compart-

ment pull, label sizes

1 Vs" X 1 Vi" and 1 Vt"

X SYs".

No. 190a, CORNICE UNIT

No. 190b, 5 DRAWER UNIT

No. 190c, REFERENCE SHELF

No. 190d, 15 DRAWER UNIT

No. 290e, LOW BASE, 17%" high

No. 290f, HIGH BASE, 26" high

No. 290g, 2 DRAWER HORIZONTAL

LEGAL FILE WITH LEG BASE

No. 190h, 10 DRAWER UNIT

Sjostrom Card Catalog Files are sectional in

design to allow for future expansion. The card

trays are made to take a 3" high x 5" wide card

or a 7.5 x 12.5 centimeter card.

A typical card catalog file, as shown in the

drawing, consists of intermembering units all

33" wide x 17" deep. The standard units are as

follows: a low or high leg base; a sliding reference

shelf unit; a card catalog drawer unit; and a

cornice unit to finish the top of the file.

Standard card catalog drawer units are made in

5 and 15 drawer sections. Other non-inter-

membering units are made \dth 4, 6, 9, and 12

drawers. A standard 60 drawer unit is also

manufactured. Other types can be made on

special order.

No. 291-1 5R, JUVENILE CARD CATALOG AND

STORAGE UNIT. This juvenile unit is 54" long x 17" wide

X 33" high. The card catalog section has 15 drawers for

3" X 5" cards. Each drawer is supplied complete with label

holder, pull, follower, track and snap lock rod. An Atlas

storage case is provided at the side.



Hi

No. 291-30, 30 DRAWER CARD CATALOG FILE.

This file is 33" wide x 17" deep x 48%" high and has a

low leg base. The card catalog section has 30 drawers,

completely furnished, for 3" x 5" cards.

No. 191-60, 60 DRAWER CATALOG CARD UNIT,

40" wide x 17" deep x 60" high.

n

Non-intermembering units have tops, ends, and

bottoms made of solid wood with all exposed

edges and corners rounded to ^s" radius. The

backs are of plywood with face veneers to match

adjacent woodwork.

No. 191-6, 6 DRAWER CATALOG

I CARD CASE, ISyg" x 17" deep x

13'/." high.

No. 191-2, 2 DRAWER CATALOG ^
CARD CASE, ]3Vs" wide x 17"

deep x 4Vb" high.

No. 191-4, 4 TRAY CATALOG CARD

CASE, ISys" wide x 17" deep x

9V4" high.

No. 191-9, 9 TRAY CATALOG CARD

CASE, 20" wide x 17" deep x IS'/g"

high.

No. 191-12, 12 TRAY CATALOG

CARD CASE, 20" wide x 17" deep

X 17" high.

Available, but not illustrated: No. 291-T, CARD CATALOG TABLE, 21" x 18" x 26" high, for use as base for above units.
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Sjostrom Auxiliary Administrative Units, which include the Li-

brarian's desk and charge truck, were designed to eliminate needless

effort on the part of the Librarian. It was only after many Librarians

had been interviewed regarding their needs that the units as shown

were agreed upon. These units, therefore, are as practical as careful

consideration and thorough investigation can make them.

No. 1 83, CHARGE TRUCK. This mobile charg-

ing card truck is 30" long x 24%" wide x

39" high. It is equipped with castors for ease

in moving from place to place. The linoleum

covered top is removable and, when removed,

is stored on slides in a space provided be-

neath the troy compartment. It can be used

there as a reference shelf. The tray compart-

ment contains 6 trays for 5" x 3" cards. A

1 1" wide drop-leaf shelf is provided at the

side of this unit.

No. 182, LIBRARIAN'S DESK. This beautiful

and functional desk is 60" long x 30" wide x

30" high. The top is 1 V4" thick and is linoleum

covered as shown in the illustration.

The body of the desk consists of 2 flush paneled

pedestals approximately \7Vi" wide x 25"

deep and 22" high. The left pedestal has a

reference shelf at the top and 2 drawers. The

top drawer is 6" high and 17" long and is

equipped with 4 removable trays for 5" x 3"

cards filed on the 3" edge. Each tray is

equipped with a follower and has a felt

protected bottom. The lower drawer is a file

drawer and is equipped with steel bars which

can be adjusted to accommodate letter or

legal size hanging folders.

The right pedestal also has a reference shelf

at the top, a drawer and an open book com-

partment. The drawer is 6" high and 17"

long. It is equipped with 2 removable dividers

spaced an equal distance apart. The open

book compartment is 11" high and runs the

full depth of the pedestal.

All pedestal drawers are equipped with satin

bronze bar pull with concealed fasteners. The

knee space between the pedestal is 22" in

width and has a drawer of the top. This

drawer measures approximately 4" high and

17" long and is equipped with a pencil tray.

The knee space is closed with an inset flush

panel at the front of the desk. The desk has

4 turned and tapered legs which are approxi-

mately 614" high and equipped with levelers.

12



No. 186, CONFERENCE DESK. This

unit is 76" long x 39" wide with

desk height adjustable from 29" to

30 Vi". The right pedestal has 3

drawers with removable partitions.

The left pedestal is furnished with a

double depth file drawer and one

single depth drawer. Reference shelf

is provided at top of each pedestal.

A center drawer with pencil and clip

tray is fitted over kneespace. ^

No. 185, SECRETARIAL DESK. This

desk is 58" long x 30" wide and is

adjustable in height from 29" to 30 Vi".

The left pedestal has a reference shelf

and 3 drawers each of which are about

5" high. The right pedestal has a type-

writer shelf attachment and a door

which is designed to match the drawers

on the opposite pedestal. A center

drawer with pencil and clip tray is pro-

vided as shown.

No. 184, OFFICE DESK. This clerical

desk is similar to the secretarial desk.

The right pedestal has a reference shelf

and 3 drawers. The left pedestal is

furnished with a reference shelf, a 3"

high drawer with sliding utility tray and

a double depth file drawer. A center

drawer with pencil and clip tray is pro-

vided as shown.

Practically all of the items necessary for an efficient

library office can be supplied by John E. Sjostrom

Company. However, since library office requirements

vary according to the size and capacity of the library,

no attempt has been made to illustrate items other

than several desks, a typical file case and waste basket

and one of several varieties of work room units.

After you have had an opportunity to evaluate your

requirements, we recommend that you contact us. The

information we obtain from you will then be given to

our planning department which will recommend equip-

ment to meet your needs.

No. 185a, STEEL TYPING STAND. The top

proper is 16" x 18" and each drop leaf measures

16" X 9". The stand is 27" high.

13



No. 187, WORK ROOAA UNIT. The work room assembly,

illustrated, shows 2 upper cabinets measuring 35" wide x

12" deep x 24" high and 2 base units, 35" long x 36" high

X 25" deep. The overall assembly with the upper cabinets

on the wall makes a complete unit 6' long x 25" deep

X 7' high. Wall cabinets are hung 24" above the work

top. In referring to the base units, the one under the sink is

termed a "sink unit" while the other is a "drawer unit."

The unit has a plastic work top.

No. 192v/, 4 DRAWER WOOD LEGAL FILE.

This file measures ^9V»" wide x 28" deep

X 51/2" high. The letter size measures 16%"

wide X 28" deep x 51 '/i" high. The three

drawer legal and letter sizes are 39" high,

while the other dimensions are the same as the

legal and letter size, four drawer files noted

above. When used in series, the sides of the files

need only be finished on the exposed ends.

When used separately, or if desired, both sides

can be provided with finished surfaces similar in

quality of finish to other "New Life" exposed

surfaces. Identifying numbers of wood files and a

description and identifying number of steel files^

also available, are shown in the box.

a

a

a

a

Sfla^nda^ "jVem SBi^" 9i'oc€l ^f/e<^

No. 192w, 4 DRAWER LEGAL FILE

No. 193w, 4 DRAWER LETTER FILE

No. 194w, 3 DRAWER LEGAL FILE

No."l95w, 3 DRAWER LETTER FILE

No. 196w, 2 DRAWER LEGAL FILE

No. 197w, 2 DRAWER LETTER FILE

No. 192, 4 DRAWER LEGAL FILE

No. 193, 4 DRAWER LETTER FILE

No. 194, 3 DRAWER LEGAL FILE

No. 195, 3 DRAWER LETTER FILE

No. 196, 2 DRAWER LEGAL FILE

No. 197, 2 DRAWER LETTER FILE

No. 180,WASTEBASKET. Designed

^ in the "New Life" style, this waste-

basket measures 13" x 13" and is

15" high. It is constructed of steel with

a neutral gray, baked enamel finish,

with black rubber corners and feet.

14
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This LIFE LIKE Model photo shows typical

arrangements of Sjbstrbm library shelving.

No. 120 Initial Unit and No. 121

Additional Unit Combined

library shelving

SjGstrom Sectional Library Shelving can be erected in any length and any combination

of sectional assemblies desired. It can be added to or rearranged. Three standard heights

are available: 6'- 10", high shelving; 5'-0}4", medium height; and 3'-6", low or counter

height shelving. All shelving is made in three depths, 8", 10" and 12".

An initial anil of standard shelving consists of two finished ends, top, base and one set

of adjustable shelves. An additional unit consists of one intermediate end, top, base and

one set of adjustable shelves. Only one intermediate end is provided with the additional

units, since these units are designed for use with an initial unit. The bottom shelf of each

unit is slightly inclined to permit the reading of book titles without kneeling. Sections

are 3'-0" center to center, allowing 35" of clear space between uprights.

15



No. 121 Additional and No. 120

Initial Units showing components

and method by which the two

are joined.

No. 126 Initial and No. 127 Additional Unit

All finished ends used on Sjostrom Shelving are made in the

standard height and depth required and are 1" in finished

thickness. Outside front and top edges are rounded to Yi"

radius and all other exposed edges and corners are rounded.

The inside face is fitted with recessed aluminum clip strips

to permit shelf adjustment on y^" centers, and these strips

have alternate slots numbered for aligning the shelf clips.

Intermediate ends are fitted on both faces with shelf adjust-

ment strips, and the 3^" radius is omitted.

Cornice units are 35" in length by the standard depth

required and are 2}/2" high. This unit consists of a top and

cornice rail assembled with two bolting cleats tongued into

the cornice rail. The joint at the cornice rail and top is flush,

and exposed edges are rounded to Ys" radius. Four connector

bolts are provided with each cornice unit.

The base unit measures 35" in length x standard depth re-

quired X 4^" in height. The unit consists of a removable

bottom shelf mounted on a sloped frame 4" high at the front.

The bottom shelf overhangs the base frame at front approxi-

mately 2" and has a 10° slope toward the back. Exposed

corners are rounded to 1" radius and edges to Y^" radius.

The unit is provided with four connector bolts. This shelf

is fltted with a skid strip to prevent books from sliding back.

Adjustable shelves are 34 15/16" in length x standard depth.

The shelves have hardwood lipping on front not less than

1" wide and grooved on underside for standard label holders.

Exposed edges are rounded to Y&" radius. Four clip seats

are routed in the under side and each shelf is furnished with

four cadmium plated metal clips.

All shelving units can be provided with dividers for picture

book and record storage. When specified, flush ply panel

backs, in thickness, can be furnished for all units at

additional cost.

3^ifant/a^f/ ^J^o^lKttn SP/ie/vin^ ^ilni/i

HIGH SHELVING, 6'- 10" HIGH, 36" WIDTH, SIX SHELVES, BOOK

CAPACITY APPROXIMATELY 150 PER 3'-0" SECTION.

No. 120, initial unit, 8" deep No. 121, additional unit, 8" deep

No. 122, initial unit, 10" deep No. 123, additional unit, 10" deep

No. 124, initial unit, 12" deep No. 125, additional unit, 12" deep

MEDIUM HEIGHT SHELVING, S'-O'/a" HIGH, 36" WIDTH, FOUR SHELVES

BOOK CAPACITY APPROXIMATELY 105 PER 3'-0" SECTION.

No. 1 26, initial unit, 8" deep

No. 128, initial unit, 10" deep

No. 130, initial unit, 12" deep

No. 1 27, additional unit, 8" deep

No. 129, additional unit, 10" deep

No. 131, additional unit, 12" deep

COUNTER HEIGHT SHELVING, 3'-6" HIGH, 36" WIDTH, TWO SHELVES,

BOOK CAPACITY APPROXIMATELY 65 PER 3'-0" SECTION.

No. 140, initial unit, 8" deep No. 141, additional unit, 8" deep

No. 142, initial unit, 10" deep No. 143, additional unit, 10" deep

No. 144, initial unit, 12" deep No. 145, additional unit, 12" deep

16
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Sjostrom Shelving Inserts can be used with both high and medium

height, but not with counter height, shelving. Standard inserts

are lettered A to D inclusive and are designated, when ordering,

by adding the letter of the insert desired to the number of the

shelving unit for which the insert is required, for example No.

124-B.

A BULLETIN BOARD. This unit is 35" in width and 21 Vi" in height. It consists

of a selected mople frame with a cork panel mounted on a proper backing.

The bulletin board is designed as a lift door on the type shelving unit desired.

B—PAIR GLAZED DOORS. These doors measure i>'-2W in height x 35"

in width x 1 V4" in thickness, and are used with units 10" and 12" deep. They

are glazed with double thick glass and fitted with pulls, lock and three pairs

of hinges. When equipped with doors, the shelving unit has a panel back and

flat bottom shelf.

C—MAGAZINE INSERT WITH BULLETIN BOARD (For 12" depth only).

The bulletin board used with this insert is described above. The magazine part

of the insert consists of four sloped magazine shelves with three standard

adjustable flat shelves located underneath for holding back issues of magazines.

The base unit acts as a shelf for the bottom magazine shelf. The sloped maga-

zine shelves are 34 15/16" long x ISVa" wide. Constructed of hardwood

to match the shelving exterior, they each have a retaining ledge at the front

which extends %" above the shelf.

D—NEWSPAPER INSERT WITH BULLETIN BOARD (For 12" depth only).

The bulletin board at the top is described above. The newspaper insert consists

of two shaped wood strips 1 " in thickness, constructed of hardwood and notched

to receive eight newspaper display rods. The strips are furnished with screws

for securely mounting in designated position. The insert is complete with 8

removable display rods.

When specified, flush ply panel backs, Vs" in thickness, can be furnished for

all units at additional cost.

No. 124-D and

No. 125-C Shelving Inserts

A Typical Combina

tion of Sjostrom

Shelving Inserts

Showing Letter

Designations.

No.D-140and No.D-141

DOUBLE SHELVING, as illustrated at left, is available in high, medium

and counter height styles in double the depths noted on page 16. The

counter height double shelving shown consists of a No. D-140 initial

unit and a No. D-141 additional unit and conforms to counter height

dimensions on page 16 except in depth which is 16" or twice the depth

of a standard 8" unit. All double shelving is identified by prefixing

"D" to the number of the shelving style desired (as D-140).

RECORD AND PICTURE BOOK SHELVING, SEE PAGE 30.



No. 270a, TABLE TYPE NEWSPAPER RACK. This

rack is 43" long x 26" wide x 30" high. It holds 10

newspaper display rods which are supplied with

the rack.

In addition to a complete line of standard shelving units

and inserts, Sjostrom manufactures a wide assortment of

storage shelves, book trucks, atlas and dictionary stands,

periodical racks and shelving accessories such as bulletin

boards and stools. These items follow the "New Life"

functional design and are constructed and finished as

discussed before. Please also bear in mind that, although

we have tried to illustrate or describe most available

items, we cannot show all of the variations which are

possible. Therefore, should you have need of a particular

type of unit not shown, contact us. Our design engineers

will make every effort to fill your requirements.

No. 271, MAGAZINE RACK. Measuring 38" wide

X 1
5" deep x 49" high, this unit has six sloped

display shelves of varied heights. It is panel backed

and holds about 22 magazines.

No. 272A, MAGAZINE RACK. This unit measures

48" wide x 2OV2" deep x 60'/2" high and has

seven sloped display shelves. It is equipped with 35

adjustable magazine holders. The back is paneled

and it has flush ends.

No. 272, MAGAZINE RACK. This magazine rack

is the same as No. 272A but without the adjustable

magazine holders.
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No. 181, REVOLVING DIC-

TIONARY STAND. This unit is

21 " wide X 1 4" deep x 5" high.

The top is sloped to 1 %" in

height at the front. The edges of

the top are moulded and have

the corners rounded to %"

radius. A retaining strip at the

front holds the dictionary from

sliding. The stand revolves on a

circular base 1 1 Vj" in diameter.

The base has a felt covered

bottom.

No. 276, ATLAS CASE. Measur-

ing 30" in width x 27" in depth

X 44" in overall height, this case

has a turned, splayed leg base

16" high, flush ends and panel

back and five pull out shelves

with 3" of clear space between.

Each shelf has an area measuring

about 24" X 25".

No. 169, FREE STANDING BUL-

LETIN BOARD. This unit measures

26'/2" wide x 25Va" deep x

67Vi" high, overall. The double

faced bulletin board section is

24" wide x 29" high and has a

cork posting surface 21" x 26"

on both faces. The frame is

sturdily constructed and is de-

signed to prevent tipping. ^

No. 275, DICTIONARY STAND. This

stand is 22" wide x 16" deep x 44"

high, overall. The front edge of the top

is 42" high and has a retaining strip.

The body of the stand consists of a

turned, splayed leg base 16" high,

flush ends, panel back, bottom and one

adjustable shelf.

HIMtJl'MJMaJtf

No. 277, NEW-BOOK
DISPLAY. This unit is

42" long x 29" wide

x 50" high including

cork tack board. Book

troughs are 34" from

floor. Unit is double

face, and designed to

take larger than aver-

age books. The turned

legs are fltted with

stainless steel ferrules

and leveling glides

at floor.

The "PROTECT/IF' leveling glide

is used on Sjostrom furniture legs for

leveling.

No. 169-10, WALL TYPE BUL-

LETIN BOARD. This board meas-

ures 32" in width x 38" in over-

all height. It has a posting size of

28" X 34", a mitered frame

2" X '^^6" thick, a plywood

back, and a V4" cork surface

on one side.
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No. 173, BOOK TRUCK (SMALL) AND No. 174,

BOOK TRUCK (LARGE). The small truck is 30" long x

14" wide X 35" high. It has 2 shelves and a bottom,

all secured into the flush ends. Two swivel and 2 station-

ary yoke casters with durable rubber treads are pro-

vided for quiet operation. The large truck is 40" long

X 14" wide x 42" high and is similar in construction to

the small truck.

Rubber bumpers can be provided at each corner of

the flush ends and along the bottom shelf at additional

cost.

No. 174a, BOOK TRUCK WITH SLOPED SHELVES.

This truck is 32" long x 16" wide x 43" high,

overall. The upper shelf units consist of shelf pieces

which slope inward on two sides of sloped lateral

rails. This permits angle display of books on two

sides. Otherwise, the unit is similar to the No. 173

type trucks. Bumpers provided on bottom shelf at

additional cost.

No. 174d, DEPRESSABLE BOOK
TRUCK. This unit is 32" high at the

back X 28" high in the front and at

the sides. The body of the truck is

22" square. The depressable top is

covered with gray linoleum, is 20%"
square, and is set 2" below the rim.

This depresses as books are placed

in the truck. Casters are similar to the

No. 173. Construction is such that the

unit can fit into a compartment at the

rear of the charging desk. Bumpers

and kick plate provided at addi-

tional cost.

No. 178, PORTABLE DISPLAY RACK. The

ends of this unit are fitted with felt discs on the

bottom edges. A tilted trough is set between the shaped ends.

Two spring clips for holding posters are provided. The unit is

24" wide X 10%" deep x 8V2" high.

No. 179, LOW STOOL. The No. 179

stool is 12" X 12" square and is 12"

high. It has a braced, four leg base. Four

finger holes are provided in the fop for

easy carrying.

No. 179a, STEP STOOL. This stool is

15" wide X 16'/2" deep x 15" high, and

has two steps. All edges and corners are

well-rounded. It is sturdily constructed but

light in weight for easy handling.

No. 173s, STEEL BOOK TRUCK. This unit is 36" long

X MVi" wide X 35" high. Truck has two book shelves

and is fitted with four swivel rubber tread casters. Gray

baked enamel finish.
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Sjostrom "New Life" Library Tables blend with and complement the design of

the other library units. Beautifully finished to bring out the natural grain, they are

constructed to give long service.

Three styles are available — the 200 Freeline series with machine turned, splayed

legs; the S-200 Freeline square leg series; and the 100 series.

Both the 200 Freeline styles are apronless— utilize a construction method by which

legs, ribs, and keels are anchored directly to the top. Series 100 tables have aprons

and square legs which are shaped on the inside faces.

First in the hbrary furniture field to do so, Sjostrom offers hbrary tables in four basic

MicoLOR (Formica) colors—flame, aqua, pumpkin, sprout green—and in other colors

if you desire them. Micolor tables are designated by prefixing the letter C before the

table number, e.g., C213 Table. For FreeUne Tables with Micolor tops, see page 24.
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No. 210, FREELINE LIBRARY TABLE. The

table is 5'-4" long x 36" wide x 29" high

with 114" thick top. The 210 seats four,

and its size allows for flexibility of arrange-

ment in a large or small library.

No. 212, FREELINE LIBRARY TABLE.

This unit is 7'-6" long x 40" wide x 29"

high. The top is 1V4" thick. Medium sized,

seats six, excellent all around table and

good choice for small seminar or con-

ference rooms.

cf FREELINE seium^ sidie^

Freeline library tables have tops made of selected Northern hard rock white

maple, high frequency electronically edge bonded of strips not over 5" wide.

The tops have beveled edges, well rounded and finished. Legs are fitted with

steel mounting plate at top, permanently fastened to leg with machine bolt engag-

ing concealed steel bushing. Legs, ribs and keel are attached to top with tamper

proof machine screws into concealed metal expansion anchors permanently set in

top. Shakeproof washers are used on machine screws holding legs. Splayed legs

have a 5" high stainless steel ferrule at floor. Both leg types are equipped with

adjustable 2" diameter non-marring glides.

o o o
*The 200 series fables ore available in

juvenile heights from 25" to 28". Specify

height required when ordering.

Q Q Q Q

O O O O
No. 213, FREELINE LIBRARY TABLE. The

No.213is lO'-O" long x 42" wide x 2914"

high, with IVi" thick top. This unit is a uni-

versity type, seats eight, is well suited

for formal arrangement of large read-

ing rooms.

No. 214, ROUND FREELINE TABLE. This

type is 4'-2" diameter x 29" high with

\Va" thick top. The 214 seats four, for

informal arrangements.

No. 214a, JUVENILE TABLE, 42" in di-

ameter X 26" high, is also available.



r
No. 216, FREEUNE STUDY TABLE. This

fable is 3'-3" long x 27" wide x 28%"

high. The top is 1" thick. Retaining curb 4"

at rear of top, returned 6" on ends. Ample

top area for individual study. ^

No. 216s, FREELINE TABLE CARREL. This

carrel is the same as the 216 Study Table

except if is fitted with a book shelf assembly

20%" high with shelf 12" above top.

Sjostrom Square Leg Freeline Tables are apronless,

have tops similar in construction to the round-legged

Freeline tables previously described. On this table,

the legs are square, splayed, and are tapered on the

two inside faces toward the leg bottom. The base of

each leg is fitted with an adjustable, non-marring

glide, 2" in diameter.

No. S-210, FREELINE SQUARE LEG

LIBRARY TABLE. This table is similar in

construction and dimensions to the No. 210

table. The legs ore square and taper on

the two inside faces from 2%" square at

the top to 1%" square at the bottom. The

outside edges of the legs are rounded.

No. S-212, FREELINE SQUARE LEG LIBRARY

TABLE. Except for the legs, this fable is similar in

construction and dimensions to the No. 21 2.

No. S-213, FREELINE SQUARE LEG LIBRARY

TABLE. Except for the legs, this table is similar in

construction and dimensions to the No. 213.

No. S-214, ROUND FREELINE SQUARE LEG

LIBRARY TABLE. Except for the legs, this fable is

similar in construction and dimensions to the No. 214.

No. S-214a, FREELINE SQUARE LEG JUVENILE

LIBRARY TABLE. Except for the legs, this table is

similar in construction and dimensions to the No. 2 1 4a.

No. S-216, FREELINE SQUARE LEG STUDY TABLE.

Except for the legs, this table is similar in construction

and dimensions to the No. 216.

No. S-216S, FREELINE SQUARE LEG TABLE

CARREL. Except for the legs, this table is similar in

construction and dimensions to the No. 216s Carrel.

SLOPED TOP TABLES

Sloped top tables in the 200 and S-200 Series are

available and correspond In numbers to those on

page 29.



No. C210 MICOLOR RECTANGULAR READING TABLE.

This table is 60" long x 36" wide x 29" high and accom-

modates 4 readers.

No. C212 MICOLOR RECTANGULAR READING TABLE.

This table is 90" long x 36" wide x 29" high. Constructed

similar to the C210, this table will accommodate 6 persons.

To the Series 200 FREELINE apronless table, Sjostrom added an extra touch— color.

Sjostrom Micolor tops are specially constructed and are topped with surface-

sealed satin Formica in four basic colors— sprout green, aqua, flame, pumpkin

—

or in your choice of a wide variety of other colors.

The Micolor table is not only a classic in beauty, it is classic in construction.

Table edges are specially molded to protect chair backs. Legs are rounded and

splayed and are mounted to the table top by steel mounting plates, machine

bolts, and concealed steel bushings. Legs have stainless steel ferrules and

adjustable "Protectile" glides.

No. C216, MICOLOR STUDY TABLE. This unit is 39" long

X 27" wide x 33" high including the 4" high retaining curb

at the rear of the top. This study table is intended for

individual use.

No. C213, MICOLOR READING

TABLE. This table is similar to the No.

C2 1 2 Table except that It Is 1 0'-O" long

X 42" wide x 29" high.

No. C214a, ROUND JUVENILE MI-

COLOR TABLE. The juvenile type round

table is similar to the C214 table but is

42" diam. x 26" high.

No. C216s, TABLE CARREL 39" x 27"

X 28%" high, with book shelf assembly

20 y4" high.

No. 02 / 7 ond 02 7 7a M/OGIOR S/oped Top Tob/es (seepoge 29
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No. C214, ROUND MICOLOR TABLE. This table

seats 4 persons. It is 48" in diameter x 29" high. 24



No. 264 READING CHAIR

No. 161 READING CHAIR

Sjostrora Library Chairs are available with strate or splayed legs in

a sufficient variety of types and styles to meet every library require-

ment. Some of these types are illustrated on this and the following page.

In construction, seats are comfortably scooped and the back posts

are steam bent and correctly shaped. On strate leg chairs, the front

legs are tapered and have the front corners rounded and the skirting

is assembled flush with seat edge with a "V" divide between. The top

rail of the chair back of both types is firmly secured to the back posts.

Back rails are curved to fit the body.

On chairs having arm rests, the rests are solidly anchored to the back

posts and arm pillars.

On Sjostrom Swivel Chairs, the wood base feet are 1^" in finished

thickness and are securely fitted to the combination wood and metal

hub of the swivel unit with heavy screws. On low swivel chairs, the

base feet are provided with moulded plastic scuff plates and soft

tread, ball-bearing casters. On the high swivel chairs, the base feet

have a circular footrest securely fastened at the proper height. The

seats of all swivel chairs are equipped with a tongued rubber bumper

on the front edge and carried well around the front corners.

The swivel and tUting mechanism for all swivel chairs is an improved,

half threaded stem, ball-bearing type which provides for fixed height

adjustment by means of a self-locking, gnarled hand wheel. The

mechanism is equipped with a shock cushion and safety device.

All joints are mortised, tenoned and dowelled and are held with con-

cealed screws wherever possible. Any exposed screws are countersunk

and are inconspicuously plugged flush. Exposed corners and edges

are rounded to prevent chipping. All styles are available with up-

holstered backs at additional cost.

Sjostrom Library Chairs are finished similar to all other NEW
LIFE units.

No. 161, No. 164, No. 264 READING CHAIRS

No. 161a, No. 164a, No. 264a READING ARM CHAIRS

No. 161b, No. 164b, No 264b HIGH SWIVEL CHAIRS

No. 161c, No. 164c, No. 264c LOW SWIVEL CHAIRS

No. 161d, No. 164d, No. 264d SWIVEL ARM CHAIRS

A wide variety of upholstered chairs is available. Specifica-

tions upon request. The suffix "X", as in 161x, signifies that

choir has an upholstered back.

No. 164, READING CHAIR 25



No. 264a, READING ARM CHAIR. Unless

otherwise specified, this chair is supplied in

18" seat heights. This type is particularly well

suited for use with Freeline Tables since the

arms will fit under the table top. ^

No. 264c, SWIVEL CHAIR. This chair has the

same seat as the No. 264 chair. It is supplied

in 18" seat height.

No. 264d, SWIVEL ARM CHAIR. This chair

has the same seat as the No. 264a chair. It

is 18" in seat height.

No. 161x and No. 164ax, UP-

HOLSTERED-BACK CHAIRS. All

New Life chairs are available ^
with upholstered back as shown

on samples at right. Top grain

leather is used.

No. 264b, HIGH

SWIVEL CHAIR. The

^ high swivel chair has the

same sect as the regular

reading chairs. A circu-

lar foot rest is pro-

vided as shown.

No. 165, CHARGING DESK SWIVEL STOOL.

Adjusts from 27" to 29" high. The base of

this stool is similar to the base of the other

swivel chairs except that it has no tilting

mechanism. The seat measures 14" in diame-

ter. Also available is the No. 165a, non-

adjustable swivel stool which is 18" high.

No. 167, STOOL. This is 24" high.

No. 167a, STOOL. This is 18" high.

No. 167b, STOOL. This is 15" high.
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B-TYPE EASY CHAIR. This chair is up-

holstered with foam rubber under nauga-

hyde. Exposed wood parts are birch

or maple.

No. MA408, SOFA. This sofa is 48" long

X 29" high. Seat is 21 "/i" deep. If desired,

the sofa can be furnished without arms.

Fabric cover on foam rubber fill.

No. 200, MAGAZINE TABLE. This table is 40" x 24" x 17"

high. The beauty of this design lies in its simplicity. It comple-

ments every other piece in the area— no matter where located. Other types include

the No. 201 Square Table, 27" x 27" x 17" high, and the No. 202 Round Table, 36"

diameter x 17" high. Stainless steel ferrules furnished on all round legs.

No. 202

Libraries are rapidly losing their regimented

cafeteria look. One of the means which provide

pleasant, comfortable atmosphere is the lounge

area. This area is appropriately called the oasis.

The oasis, furnished with upholstered easy chairs,

is finding its proper place in libraries large and

small.

The LIFE-LIKE model photos, 1 to 4 at right,

show typical areas we normally plan into libraries,

according to relative needs and space allowed.

A few easy chairs near the entrance make any

library more inviting. A great variety of styles

and fabrics are available on request.

27

A-TYPE EASY CHAIR. With seat

and back molded to conform with

the contours of the human body, this

chair is a classic. It is clean and crisp

in design and exceptionally com-

fortable.

No. 201



miscellaneous

library units

No. 289-1, EXHIBIT CASE. This unit is 61" long x

29" wide x 36" high. The exhibit section is 9" high.

For case with square legs specify S-289- 1.

In most instances, the items pictured on this and following pages

were developed to keep pace with the function of the library as an

active part of the educational system and an adjunct to modern

teaching methods. Most of these items will meet your require-

ments. Should they not, however, our designers will work with

you in creating new units.

The exhibit cases shown are available with either strate legs or

with round, splayed, FREELINE style legs. The No. 189-10 is

only available as illustrated.

No. 189-10, WALL

DISPLAY CASE. This

4 case is 42" wide x

15%"deepx78"high.

The exhibit portion is

57Vi" high.

This LIFE-LIKE photo shows a typi-

cal arrangement of exhibit cases.



No. 217, SLOPED TOP TABLE AND

No. 218, BENCH. Primarily for juvenile

use, this table is 79" long x 22" wide

X 32" high at the rear. The table has a

retaining strip at the front. The bench is

67" long x 14" wide x 15" high.

No. C282, MICOLOR MULTI-LEVEL

CIRCULATION DESK. The desk wing

is 66" long x 32" wide x 29" high with

MICOLOR top. The shelving wing is 66"

long X 12" wide x 40" high. The upper

shelf orea and two lower interior shelves

are open. The cabinet on the exterior

side is closed with sliding doors.

No. 291-30RS, RANCHER REFER-

ENCE UNIT. This is a combination unit

consisting of a 30 drawer cord catalog,

auxiliary shelving, and a counter-height

reference table, 68" long x 31" wide

X 42" high. The top shown is linoleum.

Rubbed maple top and MICOLOR are

also available.

29

No. C217, MICOLOR SLOPED TOP TABLE.

This unit is similar to the No. 217 except that it has

a MICOLOR top.

No. 217a, DOUBLE SLOPED TOP TABLE.

Similar in construction to the No. 217, this juvenile

unit has a double top and is 79" long x 34" wide

X 31 " high.

No. C217a, MICOLOR DOUBLE-SLOPED TOP

TABLE. This unit is similar to the No. 217a except

that it has a MICOLOR sloped top.

No. 282, MULTI-LEVEL CIRCULATION DESK.

This unit is similar to the No. C282 Unit except that

it has a linoleum rather than a MICOLOR top.

No. C291-30RS, MICOLOR RANCHER REFER-

ENCE UNIT. This unit is the same as the No. 291-

30RS except that it has a MICOLOR top.



No. 130l»<

PICTURE BOOK SHELVING. Designed for the

very young people's area, this shelving is avail-

able in two heights and is designed to inter-

member with standard 12" depth shelving.

Medium Height Shelving is S'-OVi" high x 36"

in width and has two adjustable shelves.

No. 130P, Initial Unit, 12" deep

No. 131P, Additional Unit, 12" deep

Counter Height Shelving is 3'-6" high x 36"

in width and has one adjustable shelf.

No. 144P, Initial Unit, 12" deep

No. MSP, Additional Unit, 12" deep

RECORD SHELVING is provided for audio-areas

and listening rooms. Its construction is similar to

standard book shelving except it has a depth of

16" to allow ample space for albums.

High Shelving is 6'-10" high x 36" in width and

has four adjustable shelves.

No. 124R, Initial Unit, 16" deep

No. 125R, Additional Unit, 16" deep

Medium Height Shelving is S'-O'/l" high x 36"

in width and has two adjustable shelves.

No. 130R, Initial Unit, 16" deep

No. 131R, Additional Unit, 16" deep

Counter Height Shelving is 3'-6" high x 36" in

width and has one adjustable shelf.

No. 144R, Initial Unit, 16" deep

No. 145R, Additional Unit, 16" deep

Picture Book and Record Shelving

Units are available in double face

measuring 24" and 32", respec-

tively in overall depth. All double

shelving is identified by prefixing

"D" to the shelving style desired.

No. 144R No. 130R No. 124R



CATALOG REFERENCE TABLES, for public

catalog areas are 42" in standing height

X 24" in width and have gray linoleum tops.

No. 215a is 6'-0" long, has 2 call slip racks

No. 215b is 8'-6" long, has 4 call slip racks

Tables are also available without call slip

racks. Pedestals have rubber bases.

No. 215

PEDESTAL TABLES, for large university

libraries and conference rooms, are

48" wide X 29" high.

No. 215-10 is lO'-O" long

No. 215-12 is 12'-0" long

Pedestal bases are protected with

rubber.

No. 219

No. 219 INDEX TABLE. This is S'-O" long x 54"

wide X 29" high. The center book rock is 9"

high X 9" deep on each face. For a single-face

index table 27" wide, specify No. 219a.

No. 188 CHARGING DESK. This unit is ideal for libraries which do

not require an expandable desk. It measures 72" in length x 27V4"

in width x 31" in overall height. As shown in the illustration, the

left hand drawer contains 5 trays for 5" high x 3" wide cards.

The center drawer contains coin cups, a bill tray, and a pin tray.

The right hand drawer contains 3 trays for 3" high x 5" wide cards.

The two pedestal drawers ore mounted on side extension slides.

The center drawer is provided with a lock. The top of the desk

is linoleum ond the shelves in both pedestals are adjustable.
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INSTALLATIONS by

Sjostrom "New Life" Library Furniture

is installed in all types of institutions—
schools, universities, public libraries, hospitals,

and industrial firms— throughout the

United States and in Alaska, Hawaii, and

Central and South America. Sjostrom

authorized distributors are experienced and

completely familiar with library require-

ments. They are ready to serve you in

any way, at any time.

Be/ow: Deerpof/i Schoo/

tolce Forest, tllinois

L J

Above: lower Merion High School

Ardmore, Pennsylvania
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I X D E X

Atlas Case, No. 276 19

Bench, No. 218 29

Book Display Rack, No. 277 19

Book Display Rack, Portable, No. 178 20

Book Trucks, All Types 20

Book Truck Port 9

Bulletin Boards, Wall or Freestanding Types. ... 19

Catalog Card Files, All Types, No. 1 91 Series. .10-11

Catalog Card File and Storage Unit, Juvenile,

N0.291-15R 10

Catalog Reference Tables, Nos. 2 1 5a and 215b.. 31

Carrel, Table Type, No. 216 Series 23

Chairs, Library, All Types, No. 264, 161 and
164 Series 25-26

Charge Truck, No. 1 83 12

Charging Desk Assemblies and Units,

Nos. 150-159 7-8-9

Charging Desk, Small, No. 182 12

Charging Desk, Small, Individual, No. 188 31

Charging Machine Unit, No. 159a 9

Depressable Book Truck, No. 174d 20

Desk, Conference, No. 1 86 13

Desks, Administrative, Nos. 1 82, 1 84 and 1 85 .. 1 2- 1 3

Desk, Multi-Level Circulation, No. C282 29

Dictionary Stands, No. 275, and Revolving,

No. 181 19

Display Case, Wall Type, No. 189-10 28

Exhibit Case, Table Type, No. 289-1 28

Files, Card Catalog and Component Parts,

No. 190 Series 10-11

Files, Steel, Letter and Legal Sizes,

Nos. 192-197 14

Files, Wood, Letter and Legal Sizes,

Nos. 192w-197w 14

Files, Legal Size, with Card Catalog File,

No. 291-15A 10

Index Table, No. 219 31

Inserts, Shelving 17

Installations by New Life 32-34

Juvenile Reading Tables, MICOLOR,
No. C200 Series 24

Juvenile Slope Top Tables, No. 217 and 217a. . . 29

Juvenile Reading Tables, No. 200 Series 22-24

Librarian's Desk, No. 182 12

Lounge Area Furniture 27

Magazine Racks, No. 271 and 272 18

Magazine Rack, Adjustable, No. 272a 18

Magazine Tables, Low, Nos. 200, 201 and 202. . 27

Museum Case, No. 289-1 28

Newspaper Rack, No. 270a 18

Photo Charging Unit, No. 159 9

Pedestal Tables, Nos. 215-10 and 215-12 31

Picture Book Shelving 30

Planning Service 3

Rancher Reference Unit,

No. 291-30RS 29

Record Shelving 30

Shelving, All Types 15-16-17-30

Shelving for Picture Books and Records 30

Slope Top Tables, Juvenile 29

Specifications, General 5-6

Stools, Nos. 179, 179a 20

Stool, Swivel, No. 165 26

Study Tables, All Types 23-24

Tables, FREELINE, No. 200 Series 21-23

Tables, FREELINE, No. S-200 Series, Square Leg . . 23

Tables, MICOLOR, No. C200 Series 24

Table, Catalog Reference, No. 215a, 215b 31

Table, Index, No. 219 31

Table, with Sloped Top, No. 217 29

Table, Pedestal Type, No. 215 31

Typing Stand, No. 185a 13

Wastebasket, No. 1 80 14

Work Room Unit, No. 1 87 14
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